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Nature-inspired armor

Humans have drawn technological 

inspiration from fish scales going back to 

ancient times: Romans, Egyptians, and 

other civilizations would dress their 

warriors in scale armor, providing both 

protection and mobility. Now, using 

advanced x-ray imaging techniques, scien-

tists have characterized carp scales down 

to the nanoscale, enabling them to under-

stand how the material is resistant to 

penetration while retaining flexibility.

The researchers used powerful x-ray 

beams at the ALS to watch how the fibers 

in carp scales react as stress is applied. 

What they found may well provide  

further inspiration for the design of 

advanced synthetic structural materials 

with unprecedented toughness and  

penetration resistance.

Adaptive reorientation

Fish scales have a hard outer shell with 

a softer inner layer that is tough and 

ductile. When something tries to penetrate 

the scales—a predator’s teeth, for 

example—the outer shell resists but the 

inner layer has to absorb the excess load to 

keep the scale in one piece. How does it do 

this? It turns out that the fibers inside the 

scale are made up of fibrils (sub-fibers) of 

collagen molecules plus minerals. These 

fibrils are aligned in layers, with the fibril 

“grain” in each successive layer rotated by 

roughly 36 degrees (a “Bouligand struc-

ture”). When stress is applied to the  

material, the fibers rotate in sequence to 

absorb the excess load—a process known 

as adaptive reorientation.

In previous work, the researchers 

studied this process in the arapaima, an 

Amazonian freshwater fish whose scales 

are so tough they are impenetrable to 

piranha, as well as other species. In this 

work, they studied the carp, a modern 

version of the ancient coelacanth fish, also 

known for having scales that act as armor.

Measuring change in situ

At ALS Beamline 7.3.3, the researchers 

used small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) to 

measure nanometer-scale structural 
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Carp scales are highly resistant to penetration. Advanced x-ray imaging techniques have revealed 

why. (Credit: Vladimir Wrangel/ Shutterstock)

Bouligand structure.



changes in scale specimens as they were 

stretched in situ. The scattering works 

because collagen fibrils have a banded 

structure with a periodic d-spacing, due to 

the way in which the collagen molecules 

bundle together. This structural period-

icity enables the collagen fibers to act as a 

molecular diffraction grating, generating a 

well-defined pattern that can be used for 

quantitative analysis. For example, the 

distance q between the beam center and 

the first-order arc in the diffraction 

pattern is inversely proportional to the 

fibril d-spacing. Thus, the elastic strain in 

the collagen fibrils can be measured based 

on changes in this distance.

Delocalizing the damage

Analysis of the SAXS results revealed 

the sequence of deformation mechanisms 

experienced by the Bouligand structures: 

layer rotation, fibril deformation and 

sliding, and delamination, all of which act 

to delocalize damage and maintain the 

integrity of the scale. Layers where the 

fibrils were closely aligned with the tensile 

direction rotated toward that direction 

and were stretched, while layers with 

fibrils oriented at larger angles from the 

loading direction rotated away from from 

that direction and were compressed. 

Taken together, these deformation  

mechanisms render the carp scale an 

excellent dermal armor, offering protec-

tion from predators without compromising 

flexibility. With appropriate advances  

in 3D printing, the researchers believe  

that mimicking these design strategies 

could lead to improved lightweight 

synthetic armors.
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(a) The periodic d-spacing of collagen fibrils in the specimens enable them to act as diffraction  

gratings, providing information about nanoscale structural changes, including stretching and  

rotation. (b) The diffraction pattern for a specimen under zero stress is circular (left), while the  

pattern for a specimen at maxium stress is hexagon-like (right).


